Optimal protocol and trajectory visualization for conformational searches of peptides and proteins.
Conformational searches by molecular dynamics and different types of Monte Carlo or build-up methods usually aim to find the lowest-energy conformation. However, this is often misleading, as the energy functions used in conformational calculations are imprecise. For instance, though positions of local minima defined by the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential are usually altered only slightly by functional modification, the relative depths of the minima could change significantly. Thus, the purpose of conformational searches and, correspondingly, performance criteria should be reformulated and appropriate methods found to extract different local minima from the search trajectory and allow visualization in the search space. Attempts at convergence to the lowest-energy structure should be replaced with efforts to visit a maximum number of different local energy minima with energies within a certain range. We use this quantitative criterion consistently to evaluate performances of different search procedures. To utilize information generated in the course of simulation, a "stack" of low energy conformations is created and stored. It keeps track of variables and visit numbers for the best representatives of different conformational families. To visualize the search, projection of multidimensional walks onto a principal plane defined by a set of reference structures is used. With Met-enkephalin as a structural example and a Monte Carlo procedure combined with energy minimization (MCM) as a basic search method, we analyzed the influence on search efficiency of different characteristics as temperature schedules, the step size for variable modification, constrained random step and response mechanisms to search difficulties. Simulated annealing MCM had comparable efficiency with MCM at constant and elevated temperature (about 600 K). Constraining the randomized choice of side-chain chi angles to optimal values (rotamers) on every MCM step did not improve, but rather worsened, the search efficiency. Two low-energy Met-enkephalin conformations with parallel Tyr1 and Phe4 rings, a gamma-turn around the Gly2 residue, and Phe4 and Met5 side-chains forming together a compact hydrophobic cluster were found and are suggested as possible structural candidates for interaction with a receptor or a membrane.